ABSTRACT. We give a complete characterization of Priest's Finite Inconsistent Arithmetics observing that his original putative characterization included arithmetics which cannot in fact be realized.
INTRODUCTION
In [2] Priest investigates finite models of true arithmetic based, not on classical logic, where of course there can be no finite models, but on the paraconsistent logic LP standing for Flogic of paradox_ (see [3, 4] ). In this paper he aims to give a complete characterization of all such models. However he includes there some models (the Fclique models_ on pages 232Y233 of [2] ) which cannot in fact be realized. Our purpose in this note is to tidy up the characterization and make some few comments and evident generalizations.
We shall borrow heavily from [2] and Priest's earlier papers. An LP interpretation (or structure) for a language L is a pair hD; Ii, where D is a non-empty set and I assigns denotations to the non-logical symbols of the language in the following way.
For any constant symbol c, IðcÞ is a member of D For every n-ary function symbol f , Iðf Þ is an n-ary function on D. For every n-ary predicate symbol P, IðPÞ is the pair hI þ ðPÞ; I À ðPÞi where I þ ðPÞ and I À ðPÞ are, respectively, the extension and antiextension of P.
We furthermore require that equality really is equality, or more formally,
and that for every n-ary predicate P, I As usual we shall occasionally write A î ða 1 ; . . . ; a n Þ, where a 1 ; . . . ; a n 2 D, in place of A; v î ðx 1 ; . . . ; x n Þ, where v is some (equivalently any) assignment such that vðx i Þ ¼ a i for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n.
We say that A is an LP model of a set of sentences T if for all 2 T, A î (as usual the choice of v does not matter here).
Henceforth we shall restrict ourselves to the language LA of arithmetic. Let T be a complete theory (in the classical sense) in LA extending Peano's Axioms, PA.
1 In what follows we appear to need to work with a complete theory because we do not necessarily have
